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0. lntroduetion 
The fundamental idea behind “categorical homotopy”is to decide which parts of 
homotopy theory are not exclusive to the category Top of topological spaces (or other 
special categories) and how much of those parts may constitute a “Homotopy 
Theory”. 
Since homotopy involves a soiution of “lifting problems”, one can expect them to 
appear in generalizations. What is interesting is that the axioms for a homotopy 
theory deal essentially with those problems whose solutions must exist and, of course, 
upon which the theory is developed. 
Here we identify the basics of “lifting problems” lying in the axioms for a homotopy 
theory, formalize a procedure which provides a sufficient condition for the axioms to 
be satisfied and show that, at least for the “closed model (homotopy) categories”, the 
axioms can be restricted to liftings (other closure properties are dropped) except for 
the one related to weak equivalences. 
1. Categorical background 
We begin with the concept of category, and use the basic operations and objects 
which Quillen has identified as needed to develop homotopy theory (see [3] and [7], 
for example). We will use the following: 
Definition 1.1. fi) An object A of a category 59 is initial if Horn (A, B) is a singleton for 
each object B. 
(ii) The dual to an initial object isJirza1 object. 
(iii) A commutative square, such as the one below (where “o”stands for various 
objects) is Cartesian if for any other square completing L 51 c (as shown by dotted 
arrows), there exists a unique arrow H giving commutative triangles. In a Cartesian 
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square, z (rasp. 8) is called a base change of.f(resp. g) and is denoted byy(resp. S). The 
source pair (x.4) is called the puil-hack of the target pair (A g). 
(iv) Dual to Cartesian is co-Cartesian; dual to base change is co-base ch nge and 
dual to pull hack is push our. 
(v) An arrowfis a retract of an arrow F if there exists a commutative d.agram 
x 
o-O-0 
1 
0 ____) 0 ---Yo I FI p I 
6 c 
such that p 0 CI = 1 and E 0 S = 1. (This is equivalent to saying that, consideringfand 
F as objects in the category &OL%‘(%?) of morphisms of the category %, fis a retract of 
F.) 
(vi) Particular situations for (iii) and (iv) are 
AxB =’ l B G-B 
4 I 
(Cartesian = product) 
1 1 
i2 (co-Cartesian = Sum) 
A Y* A,I.A+B 
The symbols u and n are also used instead of + and x and generalize to any 
“family” of objects Ai, i EI, where I is a set. 
Notice: the squares are not “degenerate”. That is to say, for example, that in the case 
of pull-backs the two base changes are not equal. Thus in the product A x A, the 
arrows A + * are equal but not so the pl’ojections x1 and 7c2. 
(vi) By a scheme we mean an a/mosr category. It has a class of objects and, for each 
pair i,j of them, a set of arrows Hom(i,j) which may very well be empty, even when 
i =j. 
For a given scheme 1, a diagram F: 1 -+ $2 (on %Z) is a bifunction 
F:ObjZ u MorI -+ %? such that if CI: i --t j in I then F(r): F(i) -+ F(j) is a morphism 
in 59. F is still called a_functor. 
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(vii) Let F : I --f %? be a diagram on ‘3 (simply: a firnctor). We say that an object L of 
% is the Ii& of F, denoted lim F = L if (i) for each i in I there exists a morphism 
pi: F(i) + L such that for each IX: i + j in I one has a commutative diagram 
F(i)- F(‘) F(j) 
and (ii) if A4 is any other object of C with maps 6j: F(j) --p M, j E J and a commutative 
diagram as before, then there exists a unique arrow h: L --f M which makes the 
following diagram commutative. 
F(i) 
pY Y 
L-M 
h 
Co-limit is the dual of limit and the notation is colim F = C. 
Suppose now F, G : I --f %2 are two functors and that their limits exist, say they are 
L and M respectively. We recall next how, if the images are “pointwise” related, then 
so are the limits. In order to do this, we will use the usual concept of natural 
transformation between the functors above since there is not any ambiguity about it 
even though I is not a category. 
Proposition 1.2. For F, G : 1 + $9, let 1, : F + G be a natural transformation. Then there 
exists a unique arrow lim A such that 6i 0 /Ii =z lim i * pi- 0 
We may also illustrate the composition by the usual diagram 
F(i) Ai - G(i) 
PI si 
L-M 
lim i. 
which then defines lim A. 
The dual of lim 3. is colim I.. 
Definition 1.3. .4 class of maps ~4 is said to be closed for limits if for any natural 
transformation 3,: F + G for which each Ri belongs to &‘, lim i. E &. 
Definition 1.4. For categories & and 9, and functors F: d + 9 and G : 9 + d, we 
say that (F, G) is a pair of adjoint functors if there exist a natural, one to one and onto 
correspondence of diagrams on the left (below) with diagrams on the right for each 
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possib!e pair of arrows f on S/ and g on 9: 
F(A) A c 
F(f) I 14 i’ pii 
F(B) - D 
B 
B- G(D) 
B* 
From now on we will deal only with categories which are closed for limits, finite 
coiimits, push-outs and pull-backs. 
As an example cbf the use of these categorical aspects, let see what is formally 
involved in the witle categoric definition of loop and suspension functors: one needs to 
work in a category Y where it is guarantied that for each object A, there exists 
a correspondence or commutative diagrams of the kind 
A 
(where neither C nor P are required to be functors), called cylinder and path diagrams 
for A respectively. Essentially the idea is to guarantee that the homotopy re!ation 
using cylinders (left homotopy) is equivalent to the one using path objects (right 
homotopy). In the category of topological spaces the correspondence fails and, as 
a consequence, the pair (category, homotopy structure) is not “well pointed”.That 
breaks the connection between relative and pointed homotopy. In fact, in that 
example C(A) = A x I, P(A) = A’, and for i = 0, 1, d’ is the map a --, (a, i), while 
P(A) = A’ and D’ is the evaluation function at i. Notice that when A = *, one has that 
do # d’ but Do = D’. Now, cylinder diagrams for (X, A) are pairs of cylinders one for 
X and one for A, connected by a natural transformation from the cylinder diagram of 
A into that of X. The same holds for paths diagrams. Pointed homotopy occurs when 
A is a point. But it is clear that while in the case of the “pointed path” so obtained, the 
background (where the path for A originally was) is now a point, not so for the 
cylinder obtained by the same procedure. In fact it contains an interval. That is what 
we mean when we say that the homotopy (structure) category of the standard 
topological spaces is “not pointed” or “not well pointed”. 
In order to fix that particular situation one does not “pick a point in [0, I]” but 
fixes “by quotients” which in this particular example means that one takes C(*) to be 
defined by the following push-out diagram which basically identifies the (different) 
“inclusions” of * into its cylinder: 
d”+d’ 
1 
do = d’ 
l+Z -C(*) = s’ 
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Now that the homotopy structure became well pointed, the pointed category Top, is 
“the category of points on topological spaces” which, by the way, formally implies that 
the concept of “underlying set” no longer exists. Categorically, “points” are mor- 
phisms * + X (denoted by a, b, etc) or, equivalently, graphs with scheme * -P 0. 
A morphism f: a +h(wherea:*-, Xandb:*-+ Y),isamapf:X-+ Ysuchthat 
the following diagram commutes 
a /*‘y 
bl 
X-Y 
f 
That diagram is a “pointed” one in Top. That is to say the bottom part of it (name1y.f) 
is a diagram in Top; any object, for example X, has “pointed tail” namely the arrow a, 
and all triangles formed with the tails commute. Now, in Top* the point * + * is an 
initial as well as a final object and as such is denoted by 0. Furthermore cylinders are 
pointed cylinders and paths are pointed paths. 
When that is done the contruction of s2 and C become simple, dual to one another, 
and adjoint (as functors or as classes of maps) as long as the cylinder and path objects 
are also adjoint. They are the following: 
For an object a in Top, the corresponds loop object is defined by the Cartesian square 
Q(a)- P(a) 
1 1 
(DO, D’) 
0 -uxu 
where for .f: A + B and g: A -+ D, (f, g) is the composition (fx g)G 
d : A + A x A + B x D. The corresponding “dual” diagram defines C(u), namely 
u+u- 0 
(do, d’) I I 
C(a) - w4 
Another example of categorical background in the same line is the followmg: if 
X denotes the variable one also may have (for each a) a pair of adjoint functors, 
namely X x a and X”. Categories with that property are said to be “well powered” and 
are important because, for each object “a” these functors determine a left homotopy 
system with adjoint right homotopy system (see Theorem 2.2). The category of Kelly 
spaces is one example of a well powered category. 
2. Lifting problems 
L,:! ‘5 !;c ,a category-. Ry a “problem” on ‘6 we mean a commutative diagram in which 
one or more of the arrows are unknown. Normally they are shown by dotted arrows. 
Generalizing from standard topology we consider the following problems: 
(a) Extension problem 
x----_- --, y 
I A/ ///I 
(b) Dual to extension is the “lifting problem” 
(c) System extension-extension 
which is studied when A = A’ and is called a left homotopy problem. The one below is 
a special case in Top. 
(d) System lifting-lifting (which is dual to (c)). The corresponding diagram 
is called a right homotopy problem when C = C’. 
(e) Extension-lifting (it is self-dual) which corresponds to a diagram of the kind 
A-B 
I 1 
C ----+D 
In today’s terminology this last one is known as a /[/iin{; pl-oh/em. That is the one 
studied here in the theory of liftings and represents no loss of generality since 
extension and lifting problems are the following special cases 
(lifting) (extension) 
As an example, the “homotopy lifting problem” considers all possible maps.1’ for 
which the following lifting problem has a solution [3] 
Dually the “homotopy extension problem” considers all maps I* for which the 
following lifting problem has a solution [3] 
A ------+X1 
Note the shift in emphasis (shown in these exampies) from f;nding so!utions to 
problems (diagonals) to the construction and study of classes of data for which 
solutions to problems exist. This last one is the setting for what we call ‘the theory of 
liftings”. We now formalize the procedure: 
Definitim 2.1. (a) We say that a map y (at rhc; /L$) i$is,f(Ltt the right) ,r’ for any solid, 
commutative diagram of the kind below, the dotted arrow exist 
(b) Given two classes of maps ~1 and a, we say that .d (it rlre IcIfi) l$.s 9 (nr tJre 
right) if for each 9 in sl/ and each .f in aA, 9 lifts ,i: If that is the case we write ~10.9. 
(c) Given a class .d we sst 
L(.cJ) = (,f‘~ Mor%Zlfo ~1) (called the left lifting of XL), 
R(,rJ) = (,f’~ Mot-%?‘) J# q .p) (called the right lifting of XL), 
Now, it is clear that given classes L& and ~8 the problems 
R(d) LB 
0-O 
are fully solved and therefore the study ofliftings concentrates on the characteristics of 
classes of the form R(s/)and L(g). We give a theorem which shows in some generality 
the closure properties of these two classes of maps: 
Theorem 2.2. (a) L(Sfl) (resp. K(d)) is closed for isomorphisms, compositiorz, retracts, 
co-base change (resp. base change) and limits (resp. co-limits). 
(b) rfLC-+ 92 ” -24 is an ad_ioint pair, therl for any pair qf classes xl in 9 and ~49 
in W, ot7e t’zhas that U(.djO.~ #‘arId only if srl c) V(&?). El 
In part (b) of the theorem, one special situation occurs when % = 9. If that is the 
case and & is stabfe under U (that is, U(d) GZZ) then one has that 
~$0 $9 + &‘o V(B7). The dual also holds. 
As an example for Theorem 2.2, if one takes &’ to be the class of cylinders 
do : A -+ A x I then the elements of R(d) are called Hure~~~ica.~hrations and we denote 
that class by F. Now, for pairs of functors X x B and XB which are adjoint. we can use 
the theorem above since ~3 is closed for products. Thus iffE F then so does,fA. In 
particular for A = I. But then one has that the limit of the natural transforma- 
tion{ I .Jx,f; j”) is Q(f). Thus Q(f) and P(J‘) belong to F as well. 
This need not use the space I instead of A. In [S] Kan gives the notion of homotopy 
system which, as we normally want, may have a right adjoint homotopy system. In 
principle, different homotopy system give separate theories with their own homotopy 
structure (see Theorem 3.4). In particular if a and b in a space A induce continuous 
evaluations at a and b say Da, Db: YA -+ Y, for each Y (in the working subcategory) then 
one has a right homotspy system whose loop functor RA is given by the Cartesian square 
A Q,(Y)-----, Y 
I 1 
(Da, oh) 
0 AYX Y 
Using the fact that,fA is a Hurewicz fbration whenfis one, we also have that under the 
hypothesis just menticmed for A, iffis a HurewiczJihration then so are Q,(f) atld Q;(J). 
For the dual procedure, one calls Co-fibrations the class of maps with left lifting 
property for O-evaluations Do : A’ --f A and denotes that class by C. The dual proced- 
ure works for C since any power of an evaluation is an evaluation, up to isomorphism, 
according to the following diagram of evaluations at h E B 
(AB)C--L.(Ac)B , 
(I'hf-! /d 
A’ 
So we have that if ,f belongs to C, so does .f>c I (or better fx I!), Z(f) and C” (f). 
Again one gets a general result which follows for A, a, h as above but without 
restrictions, for which we recall that their left homotopy system has cylinder 
X x A for X and inclusions d”, db: X + X x A, x --f (_~,j) where j = a,h respectively. 
The closure statement for this procedure is: Zff is a co-jbrariorz, so UYP C,(J) rn~d 
Z7c.f ). 
We address now some questions on L and R as operators. In particular we want to 
identify the structure of their fibers. 
Definition 2.3. We say that a class of is a co-jihmion (resp..fihratiorz) class if it i% closed 
for isomorphisms, composition, retracts, co-base (resp. base) change and co-limits 
(resp. limits). 
So R(d) is a fibration class (F-class) and L(g) is a co-fibration class (C-class). Also 
Iso (the class of isomorphisms) and Mor (the class of all the morphisms) are both 
fibration and co-fibration classes. In fact one has both Iso = L(Mor) = R(Mor) and 
Mor = L&o) = R(Iso). Furthermore it is obvious that the intersection of F- (resp. C-) 
classes is an F- (resp. C-) class. Therefore given any class & there exist both the 
smallest C- and the smallest F-classes containing &. They are denoted by C(A) and 
F(A) respectively. 
Now, back to the structure of the hbres of &’ by R and L we have: 
Theorem 2.4. For any classes of rnups xf and 98 in %’ one has 
(i) if& c 98 then R(9) 2 R(A) and L(g) 2 L(d), 
(ii) LR(&‘) 2~2 and RL(&‘) 2 zzl, 
(iii) RLR(.&) = R(s3’)and LRL(&) = L(d), 
(iv) R(B) 2 R(&‘)t-bS G L&R(&), 
(v) for any class $3 kth A? c 93 G LR(&) one has Ihat R(d) = R(B). II 
Some comments are in order here: (ii) identifies a possible chain construction of C- 
and F-classes beginning with a class Z$ and (iii) shows first that they are fibers (for 
example LR(&) is in the fiber of J$’ with respect to R) and second that the process 
stops. The original intention in (iv) was to begin with the statement R(d) = R(g) in 
order to characterize those B in the fibre of &’ with respect to R. However the 
necessary condition on the right of (iv) does not depend on strict equality on the left. 
So we kept the equivalence and completed the missing sufficient condition for equality 
in part (v), thus fully identifying the fiber of L3 by R. Finally, the duals of (iii), (iv) and 
(v) hold as well. 
It is clear, for example, that %7(d) G LR(st). Equality does not hold (note for 
example that RL(@) = Mor) even when .d is C-class. In that case the question is for 
which d, &’ = LR(&). By the above it is clear now that equality holds if and only if 
cc;’ is a class of left liftings. The dual is also true. 
Definition 2.5. A l$!iing S~.S~OR (L-system) in CF? is a pair (yp/, 3) of subclasses of MO: 
such that JOB (see [9]). It is closed a~ rlre kft if L(.!B) = ,d and at the right if 
R(d) = 9. It is closed if it is c!osed at left and right. 
Thus any class generates two different closed lifting systems, namely (i) 
LR(.d)a RL(sl) and (ii) L(.r/)o R,!,(d). For the question of when two different 
classes $1 and 9 generate system (i), it happens that LR(s/) q R(d) will be the same as 
LR(B)o R(B) if and only if R(._w’) = R(B). But because R distributes on unions the 
question becomes under which conditions R(f) = R(g) for maps,f.and 9 in Mor. One 
wants of course something more direct than that already given by Theorem 2.4. The 
question is still open. 
3. The small1 object argument 
in the definition of lifting systems above, Ihe given classes need not be closed in the 
sense of 2.5. It is also clear that they are bounded above by closed classes. We now 
address the opposite question: what bounds lifting classes. The condition we use 
apparently is unrelated to Iiftings. but it turns out to be very useful. 
Before we go into it, let I&i denote the class of all retracts of maps of s/, or the 
smallest class c!osed for retracts which conrains ~1. 
Theorem 3.1. Let & and $3 he any classes. Let 29 ~29 be rite class of all possible 
compositioru of elements qfs/ with elements 0f.B. Let The an_v srrficlass of 2-S 2 .&. TIretr 
FnR(s/)c/i?i?~ ar~d.FnL(.B)z (&(. 0 
In particular if R(d) c F then R(d) c I.931 and if L(B) G,Y then L(9) c l&l. 
Therefore one also has the foZowir?g. 
Corollary 3.2. Jf each map in b1or.facfor.s irtto a map 011 &,fi>llowed by a map irr $9, theit 
R(d) E IZiJl aud L(S9) E I&/. El 
A comment is in order here: in liftings a statement of the kind R(.r/) E 629 is really 
useful when equality holds. It is used when .B is the result of a combination of classes 
whose closures are difficult to determine. Notice that in Corollary 3.2 no internal 
structure on d or B is required for the final result. In the long run that is what is 
responsible for simpler axioms in closed model categories (coming next). 
For a pair of classes 21 and .?8 with the properties of the hypothesis of Corollary 3.2, 
we sav that they form a decomposition (or factoring) system or that (zJ, S?) is S 
a D-system. Putting this together with L-systems we call (cc/. S?) an DL-system if it is 
a D- and an L-system. In a DL-system we then have that R(.x.!) = !a\ and 
L(SI) = 1~21. N ow, DL-systems are the basic systems for homotopy. In fact from 
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Quillen’s Hon?otopical kigebra [7-j reordering the axioms slight!y one has the follow- 
ing as a structure for homotopy: there are three basic classes of maps F, C, WE and we 
denote F n WE by TF and C n WE by TC. Aside from conditions on the category 
itself which we disregard, there must hold 
(ml) (TC; F) aatd (C, TF) are DL-systems. 
(ma) F (rep. C) is closed under composition, base change (resp., co-base change) and 
isomorphisms. Both the base extension of a map in TF and the co-base 
extension of a map in TC belong to FVE 
(m3) WE is closed for isomorphisms an3 for triangles (that is, if in any commu.tative 
triangle two of the maps a%: in iii.6 so is the other). 
From what we have seen, (m2) is unnecessary i:t the following specific sense: 
Pick any combination of closure properties among closure for isomorphisms, 
composition, co-base change, retracts. any kind of limits and also LR (which applied 
to a class 93 gives L(R(9))) and for a class ~9, let SZ?’ be the smallest class which 
contains $2 and is ciosed for the chosen combination. Here the superscript c indicates 
that we are closing J# with (some) properties for cofibrations. Pick any combination of 
closure properties among the duals of the ones above and for a class 23, let 3’ be the 
smallest class which contains .%I and is closed for the chosen combination (f stands for 
fibration properties). Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. lf(d, 28) is an DL-system then so is (JP, 99’). G 
This result can be used to weaken conditions on the axioms for closed model 
categories. We first fix the closure properties that we will use and give some notation: 
Let [$Kj denote the closure of a class 9 for isomorphisms, composition, base change, 
and retracts and (9} the closure for the dual properties. We have the following. 
Theorem 3.4. Let F1, G, , WI he classes of maps in the giver1 category. such thrl 
(Ml) (C, n WE1, F,) arzd (Cl, F, n WE,) are DL-systems. 
(M3) WE is closed for triangles aild iaomorphisms. 
Let F = [F,], C = (C, >, WE = WE,. Then: 
( 1) ( TC, F) and (C, TF) cre DL-systems and 
(9 c F1 n WE,] = (TF( end {C, n WE,) = \TCl_ 
Proof. Using the notation TC, = Cl n WE1 and TF1 = F1 n WE1 we first have that 
((TC,}, F), and (C,, [TF,]) are DL-systems. We also have: 
(i) TC o F 
In fact we have that any map in {C, 1_ n WE factors into a map of TC, followed by 
a map in TF, . Now since (C, i. n WE s jTF,( then {Cl; n WE E ITC,( s L(F,)= 
L([F,]) = L(F). Thus TCn F. 
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(ii) C •I TF because of the procedure dual to (i). 
(iii) [TF,] = IF n WEI since F n WE E [TFr]oC, and C, q [TF] then 
F n WE E l[TF,]l = [TF,]. On the other hand [TF,] E (F n WE)oCI and 
Ci q [TFl], thus [TF,] E IF n WEI and by above [TF, ] = IF n WEI. 
(iv) Dually one gets that ]C n WEI = { TCI >. 0 
The left parts of the equalities ill ‘_ Theorem 3.4(2) are closed for base (resp. co-base) 
change and retracts. In the right part, / 1 disappears if WE is closed for retracts. Then 
one has the following. 
Corollary 3.5. Zf in Theorem 3.4 (M3), the class WE is also closed for retracts then 
(F,C, WE) is a model structure in the sense of [7]. Cl 
The category is a closed model one in Quillen’s terminology [7], which means that 
for the three classes, conditions (Ml), (M2), (M3) hold and they are closed for retracts. 
From the practical point of view the importance on them is that their lifting systems 
are closed (see Definition 2.5). 
Thus if (F, C, WE) is a model structure and WE is closed for retracts then (IF I, 
/Cl, WE) is a closed model structure, which in [S] was called the closure of(F, C, WE). 
Here less of that original structure is required for the closure to exist. 
Now that we have shown how manageable DL-systems are, we take care of 
conditions for their existence. We will give a suficient condition in order for DL- 
systems to exists. The procedure was suggested in [7], but it was not clear that the 
generalization presented there could be applied to the situation which was under 
consideration. 
Let 9 be a scheme and d a class in %: 
Definition 3.6. An object A is said to be 9-small for &, if for any diagram 
F:$+ &’ and any map f:A -+ lim F there exists a finite subscheme % of 9 and 
a map f*:A+limFlX such that f=f*oi (where i:lim(F~~)+limF is the 
inclusion). 
If$isthescheme~+~+~-+ .-a then A is said to be sequentially small for &‘. 
If A Y-small in Mor for any set 9 (that is, the objects of 9 form a set and no arrows, 
or only identities, are considered) then A is said to be categorically compact or 
c-compact. 
Thus c-compact in Top is the same as compact and if the elements of & are inclusions 
in Top then, compact implies sequentially small in ~2. Finite sets are $-small for any 
& and for any 9. Now we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. Let zz2 be any class of maps such that for each h, the domain of h is 
sequentially small in ~4. Then any map ffactors into a map in { ~$1 followed by a map in 
R (d). 
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Proof. Let f by any map in %?. Iff E R(d) thenf=fo 1 and we are finished. Iff$ R(d) 
there must exist commutative diagrams of the kind 
0-A 
a 
I I 
.f 
0 ------+B 
where a E &. We call a diagram of this kind a left frame off (the class of all of will be 
denoted by F(f)) and if T is such a frame, then the top arrow is denoted T,, the 
bottom one by T,, and the map a itself by T,,,. 
To give a first approximation for the desired factoring, add all of the frames in P(f) 
to get the outside diagram: 
inside which 0 - 
d, z CI 
1- 0 is the push-out of the upper-left source pair and p1 is the 
unique arrow which makes the triangles commutative. If p1 E R(d), we are finished. 
Otherwise repeat the process for p1 and so on. 
Thus if P,, is not in R(&), one gets a diagram 
z, [TllTt.F(P”f e, 
/ 
c,+t 
n+l 
/Loz\ Pn+1 
n 
P. 
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If the process does not stop one gets a sequence 
Taking limits, one gets 
therefore c E (&‘}. 
Now. in order to check the lifting property for p consider a diagram 
Ix 
L-Z 
a 
I I 
P 
M----+B 
lr 
where a E &‘. Since L is sequentially small for .d. then x factors via some Z, thus the 
diagram becomes 
d cn+1 inc 
L-- z, ------+Z”. 1’ z 
a 
1 
p\ /“+, /P 
M l B WB 
P I 
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Thus in the diagram for step II -t 1, in the construction of p, one has a left addi- 
tion-inclusion square which together with the original diagram becomes 
L. 
I 
v 
M 
C Tm 
TE P(P"l 0 G+, Pn 
where the top strrng is TX and the bottom one is /?, thus there exists a composition 
d fl+l’ i:M--+Z,+, and therefore also a lifting 
inc -I d,+l 1. i:M+Z 
as needed. Thus p E R(J). Cl 
Now we revisit the examples in Top: consider .r/ to be class of the inclusions 
d (n, k) --$ d(n), where the domain is the boundary of the n-simplex d(n) except for the 
kth face, II = 0,1,2, . . . and k = 0, 1, . . . II. Now compact spaces are A-small (for any 
set A as scheme) for Mor, and the sequences c, above, generated by these inclusions, 
can be represen:zd by sums. Thus their domains are sequentially small for .d. The 
cofibration class generated by X/ is that of all trivial cofibrations in Top, and their 
right lifting class is the class of Serre fibrations, Thus any map in Top factors into 
a trivial cofibration followed by a Serre fibration. Also, using exactly the same 
argument, a map can be factored into a co-fibration (the class generated by the 
inclusions 64 (n) + d(n), where S represents the simplicial boundary) followed by 
a trivial fibration (a right lifting of those inclusions). If one takes WE to be all the 
topological weak equivalences, then it is a triangular class closed for retracts. Thus 
Serre fibrations, co-fibrations and weak equivalences form a closed model structure in 
Top, which is the standard one. 
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